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thanks! it is great. like to thank you for the update to ptgui pro 8.3. youre right about the patch tool, if you move the patch tool from the top of the image to the bottom, you will remove the unwanted area in ptgui and then you can easily add a patch logo to the nadir area. ptgui pro 8.3.3 is a major update. some of the new features include: the ability to create a
project from many overlapping photos at once. a new online submission tool the ability to stitch more than 4000 jpeg and raw files the ability to import more than 5000 photos in a project the ability to stitch photos with different focal lengths the ability to stitch many overlapping photos ptgui now supports over 4000 jpeg and raw files for stitched panoramas. you
can now stitch photos with embedded exif and iptc information with ptgui. for a full list of supported formats, go to the ptgui help file. also, a new ptgui pro site is now available for download. for more information about the new features, click here. download here. the new ptgui pro 8.3.3 supports multiple overlapping photos as well as photos with differing focal

lengths. when you create a project, you can easily select which overlapping pair of photos to align by clicking on the first photo in each pair. you can also quickly align multiple overlapping images by holding down ctrl and clicking on each photo in the project. ptgui pro now even supports jpeg 2000, the next-generation format for photos. this allows you to stitch a
higher quality panorama, even if you have only 20 megapixel images. a new online submission tool is now available for uploading your projects to ptgui pro. for a full list of new features, click here. for more information, click here.
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